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Abstract
Aims and objectives To explore the effects of introducing a telemonitoring and care planning system for urinary continence assessment in a nursing home and adherence by care staff to urinary continence care plans. Background Only a few studies have explored the effect of introducing telemonitoring system on urinary continence care, none for older people in nursing homes. Design Pre- and postintervention repeated measures design. Methods Data for the study were collected from August-October 2011. Care staff were trained in the use of a telemonitoring system for continence assessment. Voiding events for each older person were recorded using the system during a 72-hour urinary continence assessment, and the data were used to prepare an individualised care plan. After two weeks of using the new care plan, a second assessment was carried out for each older person, using the telemonitoring system. Results The participants were on average 81 years old and assessed as having high care needs. The statistically significant outcomes were as follows: reduced volume of urine voided into continence aids, reduced number of prescribed toileting visits, increased number of actual toilet visits, increased number of successful toileting events and increased adherence to urinary continence care plans by staff. Conclusions During a 12-week trial, urinary continence assessment and management of older people were improved. This suggests that the introduction of a suitably designed telemonitoring system combined with staff training can improve urinary continence care. Relevance to clinical practice The results suggest that nursing homes can improve continence assessment and management practices by adopting an appropriately designed mobile, wireless telemonitoring system for continence assessment and providing the associated staff training programmes.
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Abstract

**Aim.** To explore the effects of introducing a telemonitoring system for urinary continence assessment, care planning for older people living in nursing homes and adherence by care staff to care plans.

**Background.** Few studies have explored the impact of telemonitoring system on urinary continence care for older people in nursing homes. Studies on prevalence rates of urinary incontinence, the cost of urinary continence care, drug therapies and improvement in urinary continence assessment have related to manual practices.

**Design.** An exploratory pilot study using pre- and post-intervention repeated measures design.

**Method.** Urinary continence assessments for 32 older people living in a 120 bed Australian nursing home were undertaken for 72-hours using the telemonitoring system and care plans generated (T1). Implementation of new urinary care plans generated from the telemonitoring assessment over 2-5 weeks. A range of effects on urinary continence care were evaluated, including number of successful toileting events and episodes of urinary incontinence, toileting schedules and times older people were assisted to go to the toilet by staff, and staff adherence to care plans (T2). The participants were recruited from a convenience sample of older people living in a nursing home.
**Results.** The average age of participants was 81 years and their care needs were high for all functional areas. The statistically significant outcomes were: reduction in the volume of urine voided into continence aids, reduction in the frequency of prescribed toileting visits, increased number of toilet visits and successful toileting events and an increased level of adherence to the number of toilet visits prescribed in care plans.

**Conclusions.** During a twelve week trial, the urinary continence assessment and management of older people were improved after using the telemonitoring system for urinary continence assessment.

**Relevance to clinical practice.** The results suggest that nursing homes can improve continence assessment and management practices by adopting appropriately designed mobile, wireless telemonitoring system for continence assessment.

**Keywords:** Urinary incontinence, telemonitoring, continence assessment, care plan, urinary incontinence management, older people, nursing home.
INTRODUCTION

Urinary incontinence (UI) is defined by the International Continence Society as involuntary urinary leakage (Abrams et al. 2002). The condition is common among older people and according to a recent cohort study in the UK affects more than a fifth of people aged over 85 years (Collerton et al. 2009). Urinary incontinence has both physical and psychological consequences, including damage to skin, urinary tract infections and an increased risk of falls (Coll-Planas et al. 2008). Depression, frustration, embarrassment and sadness are often associated with incontinence (Dugan et al. 2000). Urinary incontinence has been found to be third of 21 chronic conditions, after dementia and stroke, in its impact on quality of life (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2006). Management of UI can also be a challenge for family carers. A study of client records data in Australia from Aged Care Assessment Teams (41,000) and nursing homes (128,900) found that 87% of Registered Nurses recorded UI as a ‘significant’ or ‘very significant’ reason for admission to a nursing home (Pearson 2003).

The financial costs of UI for aged and healthcare services are considerable (Deloitte Access Economics 2011). In Australia, the total expenditure for incontinence is projected to increase by 201% between 2003 and 2030 with the greatest increase (220%) occurring in nursing homes (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2006). Up to 77% of older people living in nursing homes experience UI (Offermans et al. 2009). Pearson (2003) reported that in Australia there were up to 125,000 older people experiencing UI living in nursing homes with a predicted rise to 250,000 by 2030. Despite the high prevalence of UI among older people living in nursing homes, urinary continence (UC) remains poorly assessed and managed (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2006) and its widespread impact on the health and quality of life of older people remains an under-studied area of research (Wagg et al. 2008).
A cross-setting audit of UC practices found that practices within community, acute and rehabilitation care settings showed deficiencies in UC assessment and management for older people in England and Northern Ireland (Coffey et al. 2007, Wagg et al. 2008). A study of 315 staff working in nursing homes in Zurich found that a specific deficit was the documentation of UC care by Registered Nurses and care workers providing UC care to older people; it was nearly absent (Saxer et al. 2008). International UC guidelines have focused on strategies to diagnose and treat UI, including exercises, drug treatment and surgery (Fantl et al. 1996, Martin et al. 2006, Thüroff et al. 2011) rather than strategies to promote UC or manage UI, which is more appropriate for frail older people living in nursing homes. Only one guideline provided a succinct and conservative approach to UC care applicable to frail older people living in nursing homes (Ministry of Health 2003). Further work is required to provide better UI assessment and management strategies for these older people.

BACKGROUND
In nursing homes, the causes of UI are most likely to be related to mobility problems, co-morbidities associated with frailty and/or cognitive impairment and often cannot be reversed with treatments such as exercises, medication or surgery. A UC care plan is the most common strategy to promote the UC for these people. An appropriate UC care plan underpins the development of individualised care. In Australia, provision of UC care plans for residents within 48 hours of relocation to a nursing home is mandatory for each provider to be eligible for acquiring government funding (O’Connell et al. 2011). Accurate UC assessment is crucial for the development of effective UC care plans. Most nursing homes rely on manual UC assessments which typically involve care workers asking older people about their voiding patterns or manually checking clothes or continence aids every 1 to 3 hours to determine the frequency of UI episodes (O’Connell et al. 2006, O’Connell et al.
The care plan for the older people usually takes the form of a toileting assistance program and allocation of continence aids (Ouslander & Fowler 1985). The most common type of toileting assistance programmes are: habit training, prompted voiding and timed voiding (scheduled toileting or routine toileting) (Eustice et al. 2009, Ostaszkiewicz et al. 2010).

The current practice of manual UC assessments is intrusive, unreliable, labour-intensive and generally unpleasant for the older person and care staff. Failure to accurately detect the voiding patterns of older people results in the impersonal and undignified practice of regularly taking groups of older people to the toilet at the same pre-determined times. This, together with budgetary constraints, staff shortages and high staff turnover, leads to inadequate UC assessment and management practices. Until recently there was a lack of evidence about best practice UC assessment practices (O’Connell et al. 2011) which made it difficult to develop individualised UC care plans and deliver effective UC care to older people living in nursing homes.

In this study the effect of introducing a commercially available telemonitoring system for UC assessment, known as SIM® (Smart Incontinence Management) from Simavita Pty Ltd. in Sydney, on care practices was evaluated for the first time in a nursing home in Australia. The aim of the study was to explore the effects of introducing a telemonitoring system for urinary continence assessment and care planning for older people living in nursing homes, including changes in the number of successful toileting events and episodes of UI and toileting schedules for older people and staff adherence to care plans.

Specifically it was hypothesised that the new system would identify optimum times for toileting, increase the number of successful toileting events and reduce the volume of urine voided into continence aids.
Previous studies have shown a lack of consistency in UC assessment (O’Connell et al. 2006, O’Connell et al. 2011) and guidelines that have been developed in response are wholly on manual UC assessment practices. This study therefore addressed a gap in current UC care by exploring the possibilities for more effective UC management using a UC telemonitoring system.

METHODS

Design

An exploratory pilot study was undertaken with pre- and post-intervention repeated measures design. The units of analysis were older people and care staff in a nursing home. Four groups of eight older people were assessed using the telemonitoring system during weeks 2-5 during an implementation phase of the new UC care plans over a total of 12 weeks. The base line data (T1) were collected using the telemonitoring system to record the voiding events of 32 older people during a 72-hour UC assessment and recording existing toilet schedules in care plans generated from manual UC assessments and the times older people were assisted with going to the toilet by staff. The telemonitoring UC assessment was used to inform a new UC care plan including prescribing new toileting schedules to provide older people with assistance to use the toilet and recommendations about the allocation of continence aids. The new toileting schedule and continence aid allocation were implemented immediately after the completion of the 72-hour assessment. The effects of the new UC care practices were evaluated once again (T2) using the UC telemonitoring system to record new voiding eventss and manual recording of times when older people were assisted to go to the toilet by staff.
**Participants**

The study was undertaken in a 120 bed nursing home in Melbourne, Australia during 2011. Older people who experienced UI were identified as potential participants in the study. Inclusion criteria applied to potential participants were: absence of a medical condition which would impact on UC patterns (for example, a urinary tract infection) and little likelihood of relocation to a different facility during the course of the study. The participants were recruited from a convenience sample of all older people living in the nursing home. All were living with a significant level of cognitive impairment (as defined in their nursing notes); only those whose family provided written consent for the older person to participate were recruited. Power analysis was based on an 80% chance of detecting a large ($f = 0.50$) change in voiding events, specifically toileting success rates between pre- and post-implementation groups ($p < 0.05$). To achieve this, 32 participants in each group have to complete the study.

**Ethical considerations**

Ethics approval was obtained from the institutional ethics committee. Access to the nursing home was agreed with the management. Only those residents whose families provided written consent were recruited in the study.

**Urinary continence telemonitoring system**

Simavita SIM® telemonitoring system is a wireless system which provides care staff with a digital UC assessment about voiding patterns. The best practice guidelines suggest a 72-hour assessment and the telemonitoring system can be used to generate information about voiding patterns during this period. The information generated is used to develop a comprehensive and individualised UC care plan to meet the specific UC care needs of an older person. The telemonitoring system works through a discrete and ergonomically
designed sensor which is placed into a specially designed continence aid. This sensor connects to a wireless network which remotely monitors UI events. When the digital device detects wetness in the continence aid, an SMS message is sent to the mobile phone of a care worker. All voiding events during the 72-hour assessment can be viewed at any time on the telemonitoring software package installed on computers in the nursing home.

A UC training programme, including instructions on using the telemonitoring system, was delivered by Simavita P/L. The programme adopted the ‘train-the-trainer’ model and the care workers who volunteered to be UC champions completed the programme with consultants from the company. The UC champions further delivered training to other care workers in their nursing home. In this study, ten care workers acted as UC champions. The telemonitoring consultants from the company provided regular updates to the UC champions and ongoing support for care staff using the telemonitoring system, including guidance to develop new UC care plans according to the assessment results generated by the telemonitoring system.

**Data collection**

Prior to the commencement of data collection, care staff undertook a training session to ensure they had required levels of knowledge, skill and attitude about the telemonitoring system and UC care. These sessions also included training on collection and entering of UC data since this was part of the required UC assessment process completed by staff to generate care plans. The sessions included an observation of care staff using the telemonitoring system and instructions to adjust techniques were made by the company UC consultant who facilitated the training sessions. A company continence consultant was readily available to all staff to provide ongoing assistance with using the telemonitoring system, including collecting and entering UC data.
Data collected included measuring output volume from a UI event by care staff weighing continence aids on a scale; the number of times prescribed in the care plan that a resident should be provided with assistance to use a toilet; the actual number of times when the resident was provided with assistance to use the toilet; the compliance of toileting assistance with the descriptions in the care plan; and the actual number of times an older person successfully used the toilet when assistance was provided. The voiding time data were automatically collected by the telemonitoring system.

**Data analysis**

The data used for analysis were the aggregated data items for each participant in the 72 hours UC telemonitoring assessment period: total urinary volume in the continence aid in 72 hours; toileting success rate was measured by calculating the total number of times older people voided into the toilet divided the total number of times older people were assisted to go to the toilet; recording the total number of scheduled toileting events in 72 hours in the care plan and staff adherence to care plans was measured using the total number of times an older person was provided with assistance to go to the toilet in 72-hours divided by the number of toileting times prescribed in the care plans.

The aggregated data were imported into IBM SPSS Statistics 19 for statistical analysis. If data were normally distributed, a paired samples t-test was used to identify whether there were significant differences before and after the implementation of the new UC management schedule. The volume of urine voided into continence aids was transformed by the formula ‘volume transformed by the square root of the original data + 1’ to fit with normal distribution for a paired t-test. If data were not normally distributed after transformation, a Wilcoxon test was conducted.
RESULTS

The assessment record for one participating resident was incomplete. That record was excluded, and analysis was conducted on the records from 31 older people. The majority of the participants were female (78%). The mean age was 81 with a standard deviation (SD) of 8 years. In Australia, the Aged Care Funding Instrument (ACFI) is used by nursing homes to assess dependency levels of older people and allocate funding according to the associated care needs of individuals living in care homes (Department of Health and Ageing 2012). Each ACFI question is answered using a 4-point Likert Scale. The scores are used to categorise an older person as: “1” independent; “2” supervision required; “3” physical assistance needed and “4” requiring mechanical lifting equipment. The mean ACFI scores for participants within Category 4 ‘Toileting’ and Category 5 ‘Continence’ were 3.94 (SD 0.24). This score indicated that participants required a high level of care to promote and manage their continence. The ACFI score also indicated that all participants had a high level of cognitive impairment which had an impact on their daily lives (Psychogeriatric Assessment Scale mean 3.53, SD 0.91) and required assistance to use toilet (mobility score: mean 3.75, SD 0.56).

The findings showed a significant reduction in the volume of urine voided into the continence aids. This may be attributed to the significant increase in the number of times an older person was assisted to go to the toilet. In the new UC management regime, the median number of actual toileting visits in 72 hours was 16 times for an older person, equating to 5 to 6 visits in 24 hours, a reasonable number. The baseline number was 6 times, equating to two visits to a toilet per day; a number that suggests reliance was being placed on the use of incontinence aids rather than on toileting. These data reflect a low level of UC care at the baseline (T1) and substantial improvement in the level of continence care after the
implementation of the care plan based on the assessment results generated from the telemonitoring system.

There was a significant reduction in the urine volume voided into the continence aids during the 72-hour UC telemonitoring re-assessment period when compared with baseline data (1,678mL from 2,048mL; p = 0.015). The new UC care plans developed after the implementation of the telemonitoring system prescribed a much lower frequency of toilet visits by the older person in comparison with that defined by the baseline UC care plans (median 15 times, interquartile range (i.q.) 3 times; baseline median 18 times, i.q. 6 times; p = 0.015). There was a significant increase in the total number of actual toilet visits for an older person when compared with the baseline (median 16 times, i.q. 6 times; baseline median: 6 times, i.q. 5 times, p < 0.001). There was also a significant increase in the number of successful toileting events for an older person after the new UC care plans were generated and implemented by care staff (median 8 times, i.q. 9 times; baseline median 3 times, i.q. 5 times; p = 0.011).

There was poor compliance with the UC care plans by the care staff before the introduction of the telemonitoring system. Only 43.9% of the prescribed toilet visits for the older person in the baseline UC care plans were implemented by the care staff (SD 32.8%). After the implementation of the telemonitoring system and the development of UC care plans based on the data gathered by it, a substantially higher level of adherence by the care staff to UC care plan was achieved with care staff providing assistance to older people to use the toilet beyond what was prescribed in the care plans (mean 108.2%, SD 18.7%; baseline mean 43.9%, SD 32.8%; p = 0.033).
Discussion

International UC guidelines have focused on strategies to diagnose and treat, rather than manage UI, including exercises, drug treatment and surgery (Fantl et al. 1996, Martin et al. 2006, Thüroff et al. 2011). Only one guideline provided a succinct and supportive approach to UC care applicable to frail older people living in nursing homes (Ministry of Health 2003). Most intervention studies focused on people living in the community with UI (Deloitte Access Economics 2011). There is a paucity of high quality studies evaluating UC management in nursing homes (Eustice et al. 2009, Ostaszkiewicz et al. 2010). More specifically, only a few studies were found that explored telemedicine or e-Health solutions for UC assessment, care planning and management for older people (Ostaszkiewicz et al. 2010, Lancioni et al. 2011, Koutsojannis et al. 2012). It was therefore difficult to compare the findings of this study with the other studies of UC for older people in nursing homes and specifically evaluating the outcomes from implementing a new telemonitoring system.

Successful implementation of another UC telemonitoring system in nursing homes found that the staff were more likely to adhere to the recommended assessment guidelines and implement UC care plans (Ostaszkiewicz et al. 2010); an important positive finding repeated in this study. Possibly, the UC care training and the experience of conducting hands-on telemonitoring assessment for UC resulted in care workers being more willing to attend to the care needs of older people. This was a positive change in meeting the UC care needs of older people in comparison with the previous practice in the nursing home where the study was undertaken in which low adherence to the toileting regime in UC care plans was found.

The findings demonstrated that using the telemonitoring system for UC assessment and management resulted in a significant reduction of the number of prescribed toilet visits. However, in practice there was a significant increase in the number of toilet visits
implemented by care staff and an increase in the number of successful toileting events by the older people in the study. The reason for the increased number of toilet visits may be that care staff members had increased awareness of residents’ UC care needs after receiving the UC training and the personal experiences of entering resident toileting, pad weight and pad change data into the telemonitoring system during the period of telemonitoring assessment. This increase awareness had led them paying more attention to and providing increased number of toileting assistant to meet residents’ UC care needs. This was not a finding reported in previous studies where few statistically significant changes were achieved. These studies did not show statistically significant changes in the number of successful toileting events (Ostaszkiewicz et al. 2010) or reductions in incontinent urinary voids (Eustice et al. 2009, Ostaszkiewicz et al. 2010).

One outcome which can sometimes be a concern with the introduction of assistive technologies for the care of older people is that its introduction results in a reduction in contact between staff and older people (Magnusson & Hanson 2003, McCreadie & Tinker 2005). There was a contrary finding in this study, as contact between older people and care staff at appropriate times of need was increased. As mentioned above, the increased awareness among care staff about the UC care needs of older people made them more willing to attend to their needs. This was a significant positive change in meeting the UC care needs of older people in comparison with the previous practice of low compliance with toileting recommendations defined in the care plan.

**Limitations of the study**

The study had a small sample size and data were obtained from a single nursing home for only five weeks after the implementation of the telemonitoring system. Data entry relied on manual recording of toileting activities by care staff and this increased the risk of data errors.
This was addressed by the whole research team meticulously reviewing all data entry until it was clear that the data entered were accurate.

**Conclusion**

During the five week trial of the new UC telemonitoring system there were improvements in the UC assessment and management of older people living in a nursing home. There were reductions in the volume of urine voided into continence aids and in the number of prescribed toileting events. There were increases in the adherence to the prescribed UC care plan; and in the number of toileting events and successful toileting events by the older persons. These outcomes suggest that there is the potential for a significant change in UC assessment and management practices in nursing homes away from predominantly manual to automated processes using a telemonitoring system.

**RELEVANCE TO CLINICAL PRACTICE**

After receiving urinary continence training and hands-on experience with the telemonitoring system for urinary continence assessment, the compliance of care staff’s urinary incontinence management practice with care plan was significantly improved; and there was substantial improvement in the level of continence care. These findings suggest that nursing homes can improve continence assessment and management practices by adopting appropriately designed mobile, wireless telemonitoring systems for continence assessment and care plans.
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